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Abstract
Deep neural networks (DNNs) become applied to
industry time-series data for anomaly detection,
product quality prediction, and so on. For these
applications, temporal interpretations of the neu-
ral network models are very important to determine
next actions. In this paper, we propose the Time-
Smoothgrad method that captures time-varying in-
fluential attributions on the DNN outputs using the
saliency map. Moreover, it adopts a smoothing ap-
proach to avoid unstable or noisy attribution values
due to too complex the DNN model structure.

1 Introduction
In industrial fields, as the Internet of Things (IoTs) grows,
deep neural network (DNN) technology has become expected
to improve efficiency of the plant or factory operation. DNNs
can be applied to various tasks such as anomaly detection or
quality prediction from also in the industry fields.

For these objectives, interpretability of the results or DNN
models themselves are very important. It is necessary to spec-
ify the attributions that have influence on the outputs from the
input data and determine the appropreate actions. However, a
problem confronts when we attempt them; that is, DNN mod-
els look like black boxes, where it is difficult to know directly
what they represent.

There are studies on unravelling the insides of deep neural
networks in the field of image classification. Here, the attribu-
tion map methods are typical methods [Ancona et al., 2017]
that quantifies relationships between inputs and outputs with
propagated partial differential values or output values.

Simonyan et al. propose to use a saliency map method [Si-
monyan et al., 2013] and back propagation to calculate par-
tial difference values of the output relative to the input. The
smoothgrad [Smilkov et al., 2017] de-noises the gradients by
calculating the average gradients of noise-added samples.

Regression analysis for multivariate time-series IoT data
is one of major tasks for industrial data analysis. However,
there are few studies on analysis of influential attributions,
including the attribution map methods, for this purpose.

In this paper, we propose the Time-Smoothgrad, an exten-
sion of the saliency map method for time-series data on the
basis of the Smoothgrad idea. We conducted two experiments

on artificial and real data to show and discuss the efficiency
of each method.

2 Method
The saliency map method for neural networks proposed by
Simonyan et al. [Simonyan et al., 2013] is one of the most
popular attribution map methods. The saliency map is calcu-
lated from the gradient of the output to the input of the neural
network. The Smoothgrad [Smilkov et al., 2017] is an ex-
tension of the saliency map method that reduces the effects
of noise. In this method, gradients are calculated for each
noise-added image and these gradients are averaged to elim-
inate noise. The attribution map M̂c by the Smoothgrad is
calculated as follows.

M̂c(x) =
1

n

n∑
1

Mc(x+N (0, σ2)) (1)

Comparing with typical influence analysis such as inves-
tigating weights of linear regression models, these gradient-
based methods have two advantages: (1) These methods can
be easily calculated on complex neural networks with the
back propagation algorithm.(2) These methods can show the
“dynamic” influence that varys as the input values change.
This is because DNNs learn non-linear hypersurfaces that
show the relationship between time-varying inputs and out-
puts.

In the Time-Smoothgrad, we arranged the Smoothgrad to
deal with time series data as follows:

M(xj(t)) =
1

k*1

k∑
i

∂y(t− i)

∂xj(t− i)
(2)

Where, M(xj(t)) denotes an attribution map that is an influ-
ence degree of j-th input on the output y at time point t.

We will assume that neural networks learn from time-series
training data to approximate models including noise for time-
series data, such as AR model. Moreover, the local variations
in time-series data for our interest are small. Therefore, For-
mula 2 show that the Time-Smoothgrad can denoise attribu-
tion maps on each time similar with the SmoothGrad.

*1k is hyper parameter. It depends on how range influence is. For
example, if the influence is long range, k should be a large number.
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Figure 1: Heatmap of Attribution map: The vertical axes is vector elements (10 dimension) and the horizontal axes is time (7500 period). We
change coefficient vectors between the object variable y and the explanatory variables x on each 2500 period. The smoothing parameter k
(Formula 2) is 100.

Figure 2: Attribution map for Real Data: The vertical axes are sensor
numbers and the horizontal axes are actions. 0 labelled actions are
transitions. We select a magnet sensor (x dim) data on chests as an
objective variable and remove the other sensors on the chests.

3 Experiment on Artificial Data
First, we calculate attribution maps applying a conventional
saliency map method and the Time-Smoothgrad to artifitial
time-series data, where explanatory variables x are a gener-
ated from AR(2) model and the object variable y is generated
from linear combination of x with the gaussian noise.

Figure1(a) shows the ground truth that are used as linear
coefficients to generate the experimental data.

To evaluate time-capturing efficiency of each method, we
shift the coefficient vectors and AR parameters by each 2500
periods. As learning model, we utilize a multi layer percep-
tron model.

4 Case Study on Real Data
As real data, we utilize PAMAP2 Physical Activity Monitor-
ing Data Set[Reiss and Stricker, 2012], time-series wearable
sensor data of body parts (hands, chest and ankle) by exper-
iments of some human activities. We define one and seven
subjects data as test data and training data, respectively. A
model is trained from these dataset as a regression model. We
average attribution score by each period to consider influence
of inputs on each action (Figure 2).

4.1 Discussion
Two experiments show the model can extract time-varying
influence of inputs in regression tasks with numeral data by
Time-Smoothgrad and saliency map method. Especially, our
method shows clear denoised heatmap and select influential
input.

In the experiment of real data, attribution map methods al-
low us to interpret results from models. For example, Fig-
ure 2 shows the output sensor can involve other body parts’
magnet sensors. Because magnet sensors express directions
regarding earth’s axis, this result can make sense. In Nordic
walking, we can find higher scores of attribution map by hand
sensors than other actions. Common points of these actions
can be more linked by hands and chests.

Although these interpretations should be investigated in
more detail, it is very useful for analyzing how the model
predicts with a lot of sensors. In the case of real problems
in industrial factories, we can compare attribution maps and
industrial knowledge. Especially, in industrial factories, the
relation between sensors is often unclear unlike human activ-
ities. Therefore, this method becomes efficient in such situa-
tions.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we state that attribution map methods have
more suitable point for real problems. We propose Time-
Smoothgrad to apply time-series data efficiently. To verify
this method, we carry out two experiments for artificial data
and real data. As future works, we need to validate other net-
work architecture and other attribution map methods.
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